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VISION OF THE DEPARTMENT 
To become a centre of excellence in Education, research and produce high quality engineers in the field 

of Electronics and Communication Engineering to face the challenges of future technological changes. 
 

MISSION OF THE DEPARTMENT 

To achieve vision department will 

Transform students into valuable resources for industry and society by imparting contemporary 

technical education. 

Develop interpersonal skills and leadership qualities among students by creating   an ambience of 

academic integrity to participate in various professional activities 

Create a suitable academic environment to promote research attitude among students. 

 

PROGRAM EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES (PEO’S): 

PEO1:  Graduates excel in their career in the domains of Electronics, Communication and Information 

Technology 

PEO2:  Graduates will practice professional ethics and excel in professional career through 

interpersonal skills and leadership qualities 

PEO3: Graduates demonstrate passion for competence in higher education, research and participate in 

various professional activities 

PROGRAM OUTCOMES (PO’S): 

Engineering Graduates will be able to:  

1. Engineering knowledge: Apply the knowledge of mathematics, science, engineering fundamentals, 

and an engineering specialization to the solution of complex engineering problems.  

2. Problem analysis: Identify, formulate, review research literature, and analyze complex engineering 

problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of mathematics, natural sciences, and 

engineering sciences.  

3. Design/development of solutions: Design solutions for complex engineering problems and design 

system components or processes that meet the specified needs with appropriate consideration for the 

public health and safety, and the cultural, societal, and environmental considerations.  

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems: Use research-based knowledge and research 

methods including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data, and synthesis of the 

information to provide valid conclusions.  

5. Modern tool usage: Create, select, and apply appropriate techniques, resources, and modern 

engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling to complex engineering activities with an 

understanding of the limitations.  

6. The engineer and society: Apply reasoning informed by the contextual knowledge to assess 

societal, health, safety, legal and cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to the 

professional engineering practice.  

7. Environment and sustainability: Understand the impact of the professional engineering solutions in 

societal and environmental contexts, and demonstrate the knowledge of, and need for sustainable 

development.  

8. Ethics: Apply ethical principles and commit to professional ethics and responsibilities and norms of 

the engineering practice.  
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9. Individual and team work: Function effectively as an individual, and as a member or leader in 

diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.  

10. Communication: Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with the engineering 

community and with society at large, such as, being able to comprehend and write effective reports and 

design documentation, make effective presentations, and give and receive clear instructions.  

11. Project management and finance: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the engineering 

and management principles and apply these to one’s own work, as a member and leader in a team, to 

manage projects and in multidisciplinary environments.   

12. Life-long learning: Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to engage in 

independent and life-long learning in the broadest context of technological change.  
 

PROGRAM SPECIFIC OUTCOMES (PSO’S): 

PSO1: Implement Signal & Image Processing techniques using modern tools.  

PSO2: Design and analyze Communication systems using emerging techniques.  

PSO3: Solve real time problems with expertise in Embedded Systems. 

 

 

STUDENTS FEEDBACK 

 
AJAY KUMAR BEESETTI [2009-13 

BATCH] 

Hardware Systems Integration Engineer 
Industrial Solutions Division 

 
Intel Corporation, Germany 

Email: ajay.kumar.beesetti@intel.com| 

www.intel.de 

Linkedin: 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/ajaykumarbeesetti/ 

  

I have done my B.E in Electronics & 

Communications Engineering (2013), ANITS 

(India) followed by M.S in Electronics 

Engineering (2015), TU Munich (Germany) and 

at present working as Hardware System 

Integration Engineer, Intel Corporation 

(Germany).  I always wanted to pursue higher 

studies in abroad post my bachelor’s degree.  

 

I gave my GRE and IELTS exams during my 4th 

year, 1st semester of Bachelors at ANITS and 

started applying for universities in the same 

period (around November) for Winter intake. 

Technical Universities (TU's) in Germany 

attracted me because they are one of the finest & 

toughest universities to get into and as they are 

govt funded universities, most of the TU's offers 

master’s programs at cost free. I opted for 

Communications Electronics. 

 

In Germany, students can work 20hrs/week 

along with studies in their study period. During 

my second semester of my Master’s Program, I 

joined in Intel Mobile Communications as a 

Working Student - SW Automation 

Development Engineer in 2014, working on 

Java, Python and C#. Managing both my studies 

and work was bit difficult initially, and I got 

used to it with time. I did my Master Thesis in 

2015 developing an Automation Test Frame 

Work for conformance of Operator approvals 

(i.e. AT&T, Telekom, Vodafone , Orange 

Networks etc.,) across the globe for various Intel 

Modem Chipset(Mobile platform). I started my 

full-time job role as a Design Application 

Engineer in Sep 2015.  I worked with several 

Front-end CAD Tools / Flows (Logic design, 

Synthesis, DV or DFT); Back-end CAD Tools / 

Flows: PNR, STA Custom design/analysis, 

physical verification and extraction). 
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The skills and abilities required to become 

successful in my job are knowing the basics of 

High Speed Electronics, Analog & Mixed Signal 

Design, High level System design, Basic 

Electronic Circuit design, Project Management 

skills having the ability to innovate both 

individually and on a team, consistently being 

patient, and having strong communication skills. 

The latter, I believe, is most important because 

one can be an astounding engineer, but to be 

unable to explain the details of one's design can 

leave lasting effects on one's career. 

 

As a pitch specifically for ECE, you can get jobs 

in a large array of computer fields with an ECE 

degree. You can really spin your studies in your 

last two years to better fit the different jobs. 

 

 
AZHAR SHEIK [2008-12 BATCH] 

SENIOR SILICON DESIGN ENGINEER 

ADVANCED MICRO DEVICES, INC. 

(AMD)  
AMERICAN MULTINATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR 

COMPANY 

Linkedin: https://www.linkedin.com/in/azhar-sheik-

023aa0a2/ 

I have done my B.E in Electronics & 

Communications Engineering [2008-12], ANITS 

followed by M.Tech in VLSI Design [2012-15], 

Andhra University and at present working as Sr. 

Silicon Design Engineer, AMD. Being interested 

in Core, soon after my M.Tech, I have done 

Internship on “Training on Hardware Design & 

Verification” for 6 Months, later appointed as 

System Engineer in INFOSYS followed by 

Level-III Engineer and promoted as Senior 

Design Verification Engineer at SONDREL Ltd 

and at present working as Sr. Silicon Design 

Engineer, AMD. 

 

Thinking of ANITS even today it gives me 

immense pleasure being Member of ACES, my 

involvement in organizing various events mainly 

TACHYON. During my B.E, I participated in 

“ROBO SAPIENS” workshop at NIT Warangal 

which made me to get more interested in Core 

and that is the moment decided me to work in 

Core Sector. Finally, now working in AMD. 

 

Three main areas in IT Core sector are 

Networking, VLSI &Embedded. Coming to 

VLSI, there are various platforms like RTL 

Design, Verification, Physical Design both in 

Digital and Analog. The market is more for 

Digital compared to Analog. In Digital, the main 

Market is in Digital Verification [DV] & 

Physical Design [PD]. A DV engineer deals with 

verification of design, focus areas are IP level 

verification, subsystem and SOC level 

verification. A Physical Design Engineer builds 

circuit layouts for processors and controller 

architectures. They design circuits, optimize 

circuit output, and resolve issues. 

 

With this I suggest my juniors interested in VLSI 

field to be prepared with Digital Logic Design in 

orientation of Digital Concepts and VHDL for 

programming. Mainly concentrate on VERILOG 

[C]& SYSTEM VERILOG [OOPS Concepts] to 

have a shining Career in VLSI Core Sector. 

 
There is one online EDA tool for compiling 

and simulating your design. 

https://www.edaplayground.com/ 

More About VLSI Domains - 

https://technobyte.org/vlsi-career-vlsi-engineer/ 

VLSI Companies list – 

http://verificationexcellence.in/vlsi-

semiconductor-companies-list/ 

If anyone is interested, please mail me 

ask18th@gmail.com or call me -8919465230. 

I can route you to online free courses in Verilog, 

VHDL, System Verilog & UVM. 
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PARENT FEEDBACK 

 
P. Annapurna 

Mother of P. V. Yeswanth (2008-12 Alumni) 
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